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H.E. Mr. Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, President of the General Assembly
H.E. Mr. Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General of the United Nations
H.E. Mr. Federico Mayor, President, Foundation Culture of Peace
Riga, 13th of September 2012
Your Excellencies, Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen,

We welcome you at the opening of the United Nations High Level Forum on the Culture of Peace which
is so important to all of us. Secretary General of the UN, Mr.Ban Ki-moon, in his message, dedicated to
the upcoming International Day of Peace on the 21st of September, called for everyone on the planet to
contribute to the strengthening of peace. We believe that the peaceful development of countries and people
should not be an alternative.
Responding to the call, in order to promote peace and harmony in the world, we suggest establishing bronze
bas reliefs, created under the auspices of UNESCO, at the poles of the Earth: the Arctic and Antarctic. The
unique artistic features of the bas reliefs lies in the fact that there were more than 140 people from Latvia,
Lithuania, Estonia, Russia, Germany, France, Czech Republic, Finland, Norway, Denmark, China, India,
Japan, Israel, the U.S.A. and others (see Appendix: page 2) involved in the process of molding of the sculpture.
The Arctic and the Antarctic, as the regions of our planet, due to the vast natural resources hidden there,
become objects of global and often opposing interests of different countries.
We believe that the mission of establishing the bas reliefs will draw worldwide attention of the public to
today's problems and will contribute to the dialogue and understanding among all civilizations, cultures
and peoples, as well as to careful use of natural heritage.
To our way of thinking, the ideas presented in the UN Program of Action on Culture of Peace should be
implemented from the Arctic to the Antarctic, and, in particular, the ones that are being considered at the
meetings of the current High Forum.
We are confident that our suggestion will find your full support and will be implemented in order to further
strengthen the global movement for culture of peace.
Most sincerely,

Yuri Kaida,
On behalf of The Chalice of Peace,
International peace-making initiative
Miera Kauss Association
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Peace bas-reliefs need to be installed at the poles of the planet
Association Miera Kauss (Chalice of Peace) addressed the UN High Level forum on Culture
of Peace recently held in New York with such suggestion.
In today's world, the struggle for natural resources becomes a challenging issue, largely
determining the relationships among countries and nations.
In this regard, the Arctic and Antarctica, due to the vast natural resources hidden there, become
the object of interest for many countries. The fact that raises concerns is that the common practice
of using force to solve international disputes creates conditions for the emergence of new conflicts
and wars in the near future.
On the eve of the International Day of Peace, the Association states that for the sustainable
development of the world, it is already now necessary to form a concept of global cooperation
based on the principles of peacemaking: dialogue, mutual respect and care for the welfare of all
mankind, without the use of violence of any kind.
Association Miera Kauss (Chalice of Peace) suggests installing bronze Peace bas-reliefs, created
under the auspices of the UNESCO, at the poles of the world. The bas reliefs were created by the
participants from Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Russia, Germany, France, Czech Republic, Finland,
Norway, Denmark, China, India, Japan, USA and others.
The symbols of Peace and Harmony installed at the Arctic and Antarctic, will remind the leaders
of the countries of their personal responsibilities for the future of mankind calling to the
preservation of world peace and the careful use of its cultural and natural heritage.
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The history of bas-relief
The creative team of well-known artists and sculptors once set
goal: to create a unique sculptural piece of art that, by artistic
means, would reflect the link between the cultures of different
civilizations in course of many centuries in history of mankind.
As an artistic method, the synergy principal was put in the basis
(comes from the Greek word syn-ergos, συνεργός, meaning
"working together“or “energy of mutual action”).
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The bas-relief Chalice of Peace
as a global peacekeeping action
Goals: facilitating the dialogue among countries and
cultures for the sake of world peace and security, as
well as preservation of the natural and cultural
heritage.
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